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Why Buy or Hire the Rational 311 / 311+ Self Cooking 
Centre? 
"...70 kg of braised meat overnight in the VarioCooking Center Multifficiency 311 and it's always 
perfect...just try doing that with a bratt pan." - Source: Frima brochure 

Reduce your energy costs and guarantee precision large scale cooking with the Rational 311 / 311+ 
VarioCooking Centre Multifficiency (formerly known as Frima). This all-in-one piece of 
equipment combines the most common kitchen apparatus into one compact design; you can boil, 
fry, roast, blanch, poach and griddle whilst saving up to 30% of operational space. With a single 
150 litre capacity cooking pan you can prepare bulk quantities of dishes efficiently and with 
optimum results. 

Boasting features such as VarioCooking Control which monitors processes for you, making 
amendments to cooking programs when necessary to ensure perfect results, VarioBoost heating to 
deliver the power and speed required to reach temperatures up to 200°C in 2.5 minutes and 
an AutoLift mechanism which automatically removes baskets from boiling or deep frying when the 
desired finish is achieved, you are ensured a versatile piece of cooking equipment that will quickly 
become integral to successful operations. 

If you've got a large event coming up and you need to maximise productivity, this unit offers the 
perfect solution. The 311 / 311+ combined cooking station is capable of safe overnight operation, 
without supervision, producing delicious and succulent slow roasted meats or stewed dishes 
without interfering with typical daily use. Each unit is supplied with a 6 point core temperature 
probe, secured magnetically to the interior of the lid, to monitor safe food temperatures and an 
integrated spray arm to offer quick cleaning between uses.      

Rational not only provide exceptional cooking equipment to guarantee superb results for large 
scale catering operations but also back this up with full technical support and a comprehensive 
aftercare service to guarantee you always get the most from your purchase.   

For a full range of accessories or to purchase individual items from the package, please contact 
our sales team.  
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